Using the Lesson Module

Using the Lesson Module
The lesson module presents a series of HTML pages to the student who is usually asked to make
some sort of choice underneath the content area. The choice will send them to a specific page in
the lesson. In a Lesson page’s simplest form, the student can select a continue button at the
bottom of the page, which will send them to the next page in the lesson.

Adding an Lesson to eLearn
1. Log into eLearn and click into the course that you want to add the activity to.
Turn editing on.
2. Select Lesson from the Add an activity or resource menu in a section in
your eLearn course.
3. Fill in the form, selecting the options that are appropriate to your assignment.
If you are unsure about the meaning of the options, you can click the
question mark next to most options for more information.
4. To incorporate gaming theory into your lesson, add a Time limit and
students will suddenly want to complete in the shortest amount of time.
5. In the general tab the Maximum number of answers sets up how many
choices the student has on each screen and how many pathyways
the teacher has to plan when developing the lesson. For the example
the image right, it is set to 3.
6. The grading options include Practice lesson (which does not appear in the grade book),
Custom Scoring (teacher has option to give a numerical point value to answers), Re-takes
allowed (students can then take the lesson more that once), Display ongoing score (allows
students to see how much of the lesson they have completed).
7. Fill in the rest of the form as desired.
8. Click Save and display.
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Constructing your Lesson
Building an effective lesson requires extensive planning. Before you begin construction plan your
decision tree/ lesson. Make note of page headings and decision pathyways.

Lesson Module Planning Example
Page Name: Introduction
Content: Introduce Blooms

Page Name: Additional

Page Name: YouTube

Page Name: Quiz

Information

Videos

Questions

Content: More details

Content: Video links

Content: Questions

Answer 1

Answer 2

Activity Completion

Answer 3 – correct

Import questions
Import questions function is currently not available.
Add a content page
Provide information to move the lesson forward but
without requiring students to answer specific questions.
Add a cluster
A cluster is a group of questions pages which will be
offered randomly to a student as they work through the
lesson.
Add a question page
A variety of question types can be added to the lesson.
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Start building your lesson
1. In the example above an the first step is to Add a content page. Fill in form and Save page.

Student view – Student clicks on Grey buttons to move to next page

2. Building a Question page is similar. Select a question type. Enter a Page title, Page
contents (question), enter Answers, Reponses
and appriopriate page Jumps.
Note: when developing the lesson, I set all jumps to
next page, at the completion of the building of content
and question, you edit the jumps on each page to go to
the correct page. The pages are all available in the
drop down box.
3. The Preview tab allows you to view the lesson
4. The Report tab has two options. Overiew shows student attempts and score. Detailed
statistics shows student choices per page.
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